Pittsburgh REIA Newsletter – July 2018
Our next meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, July 17th
Greater Pittsburgh Masonic Center in Ross Twp
3579 Masonic Way, Pittsburgh, PA 15237

$10 at the Door
If your membership has expired and you aren’t ready to renew yet, or if you have visited the club
as a guest and are still deciding whether to join, you are welcome to join us for the monthly
meeting but you will be asked to pay $10 at the door. While an annual membership is cheaper
than paying $10 at each meeting, we understand that this pay-as-you-come option is a better fit
for some. Note that first-time guests and current members are free.

Main Meeting:
7:00 – 8:00 Club Announcements - I’m always working on something new, and if you miss the
meeting you won’t know what that is.
Legal Minute with attorney Rob Xides
Accounting Minute with accountant Marty Schwartz
Landlord Minute with Chuck Pupich
Vendor Parade - Come and see our vendors. We have a great array of service
providers.
8:00 – 9:00 Implementation: How to Take What You’ve Learned and Apply it to the Real World
Logistics:
Properties for Sale Table – I love this table idea. I wish I could remember who I stole this idea from so I
could give them credit. I think it was RICH Club from Houston. Even if it wasn’t, they do a lot of good
things and deserve credit for something.
Vendor Tables – Vendors are encouraged to set up trade show style in our vendor area.
Sub-Group Table – Don’t forget to look at the sub group table. We have a bunch of sub groups now and
you are bound to be interested in at least one of them. These groups are designed to supplement the
main meetings.
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Online Club Calendar – In case you missed it, we added a calendar to the PittsburghREIA.com website.
This way we can keep track of recurring sub-group meetings and club activities all in one place. Find it
under the Events tab.

Membership Renewals
If you need to renew your membership before the meeting then just follow this link
http://pittsburghreia.com/membership/membership_application_form.pdf then print out your application and
bring it in with your check. It is that simple.

…Below is newsletter content that was sent in advance, for those of you who
prefer to read smaller chunks of information more often. It’s being
included for those who missed it…

(Jul 9)

Commercial meeting tomorrow and a house deal
The Pittsburgh REIA Commercial Group will meet tomorrow (Tuesday, July 10th) at 6:30PM at the
Robinson Twp. Eat 'N Park (100 Park Manor Dr, Pittsburgh, PA 15205).
Everyone is encouraged to bring their deals and their questions. This meeting will be an open format
where group discussion is encouraged.
========================================================
From: butlerswebuyhouses
Subject: 5 bed in Butler
Ok, I have a 5 bedroom ARDVARK in Butler that can be had for a sweet price. Will include buildable R2
lot next door.
Tons of updates including, most windows, fce, electric, roof, h/w tank, new sewer line, glass block
windows in basement, blown in insulation.
Could easily rent section 8 for over $1,000/month (5 bedroom).
Has month to month tenant on section 8 paying $645 on a one bedroom voucher who needs to move to
make it profitable.
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Purchase price $30k
Taxes & insurance: $150/month
Willing to owner finance with 10k down
Contact
Jon - butlerswebuyhouses@earthlink.net
(Jul 8)

Self Directed IRA Info
For those of you who don't already have a self directed IRA, this next bit of info will be Earth shattering
for you.
In the weird world of tax law, the IRS has a special loophole for people who wish to invest by using the
IRA accounts. We as investors know this is a self directed IRA or SDIRA.
With a self directed IRA, you can invest in a whole range of investments that are not available to
traditional institutional IRA accounts. Where this gets sexy for real estate investors is that you can buy,
sell, flip, and rent real estate inside of your IRA account. IF you have that account set up as a ROTH IRA,
then the profits are tax free. For example, if I buy a house for $5,000 and wholesale it for $20,000 then
the 15k profit goes into my Roth SDIRA tax free. How sexy is that? You can also make private loans to
other investors and make passive income from your SDIRA. That is super sexy because you can make
money without doing anything!
There is a catch. You need to have your IRA account held in a trustee account. There are a handful of
companies that can do this for you. Locally we have Cama Plan out of Philadelphia and Equity Trust out
of Cleveland. There are probably less than 10 of these companies in the United States. So check them
out and choose the one that you like.
The timing of this article is not a coincidence.
First off, Pittsburgh REIA already has a self directed IRA seminar in the works for this fall. Secondly there
is a self directed IRA summit being held by Equity Trust in Cleveland this August, and I will be attending.
Both of these events will be very powerful ways to learn how to use your IRA to make you money. If you
have money sitting in a regular IRA and you are worried about instability in the stock market or you are
not happy with your returns, then you owe it to yourself to check out SDIRA companies.
To your success
Josh
PittsburghREIA@aol.com
PS - I got this email today about a discount registry for the August event
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Hi Josh,
Back by popular demand! Don't miss your last chance to attend our Wealth Building Summit for 50% off
when you register using promo code July4!
If you're ready to learn how to expand your investing skillset and potentially grow your retirement
accounts, the Wealth Building Summit is for you!
Here's what you can expect at the Summit:
Two days of content-rich self-directed IRA education geared toward both novice and experienced
investors
Insights from client speakers and industry leaders sharing strategies they've developed and perfected
Networking with hundreds of likeminded Investors discussing their investment techniques
How can you afford to miss it?

REGISTER FOR 50% OFF
USE PROMO CODE July4
*Offer ends at midnight on July 8
Registration link - https://www.eventbrite.com/e/equity-trust-wealth-building-summit-registration44379238497

To Your Wealth,
Equity Trust
P.S. Have questions about the event? Contact Events Team at 888-382-4727 x7314 or
events@trustetc.com.
Our mailing address is:
Equity Trust Company
1 Equity Way
Westlake, Oh 44145
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Title Searches and a deal for you
INCASE YOU ARE WONDERING THIS IS AN AMAZING DEAL
JUSTICE RESOURCES
412-926-5133
Dear Pittsburgh REIA,
My name is Thea Justice with Justice Resources. We offer our expertise in title searches, our goal is to
help save you time, money, and effort by examining and verifying titles, searching real estate records,
and summarizing legal documents. We also compile lists of mortgages, judgements, liens, contracts, and
other aspects pertaining to titles, starting at $30.00. Justice resources can help determine if a property is
worth putting in an offer to keep you from being caught off guard by anything that may delay the
purchasing process. We look forward to working with you in the near future.
For more information about pricing, our process, and/or anything of the sort feel free to contact me via
email Thea.Justice@gmail.com or by phone 412-926-5133. Thank you very much, we wish you the best.
Thea Justice
Justice Resources
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Turn Key Property
Hi Josh!
Happy Independence Day! I have a Turn Key Investment Opportunity in Allegheny County! Offered at
$69,500, this house has a potential 12% annual return. Below is the link for the Craigslist Ad:
https://pittsburgh.craigslist.org/reo/d/turn-key-investment/6633322664.html
Would you mind sharing this with the REIA, please?
Here is my property info packet, if you are interested! J
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1TLUQgPelsqqqLxTmCM4W7OgLuyx9-xBX
And thanks for the 4th of July email! It’s nice to have a quick history lesson every so often!
Have a great day! Be safe!
Mariah Joyce
412-706-0038
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(Jul 4)

4th of July message
Happy Independence Day America.
On this day, the 4th of July we celebrate the birth of the greatest county in the history of the planet
Earth. On this day in 1776 our forefathers declared the colonies of America would form a new nation
with a new set of ideals. We would no longer bow to the authority of the British crown and serve as
vassals to some unelected monarch. We were willing to fight the most powerful military on the planet
for our freedom. Keep in mind that at the time, our ancestors were a bunch of back woods farmers with
no military training, and very limited resources. They didn’t even have the support of all of the people.
The signers of the Declaration of Independence were willing to risk their lives, their fortunes, and their
families for a chance at freedom.
With that single document a new form of government was created. We are a representative republic
with a few unique characteristics. For starters, the people are not subservient to the government, the
government works for us. We may need to remind the politicians of this, but that is the system we have.
Our brilliant founders actually gave us methods to keep the government from creeping too far towards
totalitarianism.
The Bill of Rights, in simple English:
First Amendment. Freedom of Speech, Press, Religion, to Petition the Government. Regardless of how
"ugly" the speech, it is permissible under the law. Government will always find its critics offensive, so
latitude in what people can say is important. There are, of course, limits to this, but they are very few.
(We were the first nation to guarantee the right of the individual to criticize the gov. We take this right
for granted, but even now you can be sent to jail for saying bad things about leaders in other countries)
Second Amendment. Right to Keep and Bear Arms. This was not meant simply for a standing army, but
as a final check for a government that grows out of control. (Our founding Fathers wanted us to have the
ability to overthrow an oppressive government, that is why we have never reverted back to a system
where the government can treat us as property, under a communist system, you are the property of the
gov and you do what they tell you to do)
Third Amendment. Quartering of Troops. Following an ugly war with England, the new government
made it clear that it would not impose itself on the people.
Fourth Amendment. Unreasonable Search and Seizure. One of the fundamental ideas of our government
is that restrictions are placed on our ability to incriminate ourselves. You better have cause and, in most
cases, a warrant to go in a person's home. (This was a revolutionary idea, it placed limits on the power of
the gov. No police state could just decide to ransack your house looking for a crime that didn’t exist)
Fifth Amendment. Due Process, Double Jeopardy, Protection of Property. Other than those in the
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military, everyone is assured certain rights to protect their freedom. This includes the right to own
property. (this made it possible for everyone to own property, we really like property ownership)
Sixth Amendment. Rights of the Accused. The most important, is to knowing what you are accused of.
People can not be held in jail without cause. (still not available in some nations, you can be rounded up
and held in jail for years with no knowledge of who accused you of what)
Seventh Amendment. Civil Right to a Jury. The only exception is some non-civil trials and in the military.
Eighth Amendment. Cruel and Unusual Punishment and Excessive Bail.
Ninth Amendment. Rights not addressed. If they are not addressed in the Constitution, it is assumed the
people have them in this important amendment.
Tenth Amendment. Powers of the States and People. It actually simply states that "The powers not
delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the states, are reserved to the
states respectively, or to the people." There is nothing "later" about it. If it is not in the Constitution, it is
left to the states and the people, only a grueling amendment process can change the law. What is most
important about this is that these rights are meant to protect the people, not the federal government.
IN SUMMATION, THIS BRILLIANT DOCUMENT CREATED THE LEGAL SYSTEM WHERE THE INDIVIDUAL IS
SOVEREIGN AND HOLDS ALL OF THE POWER, NOT THE GOVERNEMENT. IT IS THE INDIVIDUAL WHO
NEEDS TO BE PROTECTED. THE INDIVIDUAL IS THE SMALLES MOST VULNERABLE MONORTY AND
INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS MUST NOT BE INFRINGED UPON.
Just something to think about while you are grilling and watching fireworks
Enjoy a great holiday in the greatest nation on Earth.
To your success
Josh
PS if you haven't read the Declaration of Independence then you should get that on your to do list as
soon as you can. It really is a brilliant and revolutionary document, and it did change the world
(Jul 3)

House Deal in Shaler, House Deal in Greensburg, and new credit score model
I wanted to get these out to you before you overdose on grilled food and watermelon.
PS be safe tomorrow. If it has a fuse it can harm you. The goal is to throw the explosive away from your
body BEFORE it goes off. Just a little safety tip from Pittsburgh REIA.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Deal in Shaler
The house just needs a few upgrades to be ready to rent or sell.
Shaler Deal!!!!!
3 Bedroom 1.5 Bath Cape Cod in Shaler neighborhood and school district! Quiet Cul-De-Sac street, nice
yard, most rehab already done including brand new plumbing, electric, refinished hardwood floors,
newer kitchen, painted walls. Windows and roof are in good condition. Excellent fix and flip or rental
opportunity.
Asking only $94,900.
ARV: $160,000
Market Rent is $1400 per month
Needs some additional work.
Address is 233 Maryland Drive, Shaler, PA 15116.
Pictures:
https://imgur.com/A17c8jQ
https://imgur.com/YE1vEde
Recent Comp on Same Street:
https://www.realtor.com/realestateandhomes-detail/229-Maryland-Dr_Glenshaw_PA_15116_M3122681016
If interested contact: Rich at 412-251-9218 or e-mail ramillion.properties@gmail.com.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Greensburg deal
This 2 story 2 bedroom, 1bath single family colonial frame home w/ asphalt roof. It has spacious rooms
and off street parking. Would make a great starter home or rental.
· Living Space: Approximately 1,176 Sq. Ft.
Hidden Treasure Estates, LLC for a net price of $21,000. 407 Stanton has an ARV of approximately
$89,000 and needs approximately $23,000 in repairs. Taxes are $1256 for 2018. Upon acceptance of an
offer, a $1000 Non-refundable cash earnest money deposit will be required to secure property.
Closing on this property is schedule for July 18,2018
All offers should be sent to info@hiddentreasureestates.com
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You can find the pictures and video at the link below
https://photos.google.com/share/AF1QipN0zVHZPPJhD6xCsJqH04nV1XXDcqcY1al64mpA61XSgCqztX0IqYW0Hn9XG9soQ?key=MTUzSERhYThjLUZUVXN3cnpoTlA5QlV0UE8zS3N3
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Alternate credit scores
I borrowed this text from one of the credit report companies, in the last few years there has been a push
to get better scores for people. This doesn't really change their ability or track record of paying it just
makes them look better. You have officially been warned!!
Read below ----We are now offering the Trans Union VANTAGE Score as an alternative if you do not wish to receive a
FICO Score with your Trans Union credit report orders.
How is the VantageScore model different?
Credit scoring companies all use different mathematical models to generate your credit score. But not all
of them look at the same information in the same way, and some ignore records that might cast your
credit activity in a better light.
For example, older credit score models focus on the most recent six months of information in your credit
file, but the VantageScore model considers at least 24 months of credit file information.
It can score up to 35 million more people— so more consumers are likely to have a score, and therefore
have access to credit at the right terms.
Credit scoring companies all use different mathematical models to generate your credit score. But not all
of them look at the same information in the same way, and some ignore records that might cast your
credit activity in a better light.
(Jun 29)

No Trust Sub Group (Lou Brown) on July 5th
Sorry gang, but The 4th of July is a serious holiday and a great holiday to spend with friends and family.
So we won’t be in town to hold the Lou Brown Trust/Note investor group on the 3rd of July.
See you next month
Casey and Colleen
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Deals and news for you
$35000 / 3br - 1024ft2 - Investor Special--Minimum 21% Annual Return! $35,000 or Best Offer! (450
Park Street Rochester, PA)
hide this posting
image 1 of 24
450 Park St
3BR / 3Ba
Investor Special--Minimum 21% Annual Return! $35,000 or Best Offer! THREE bedroom home, with TWO
full baths, ONE half bath, and ONE shower room. Essentially, 3 bed/2.75 bath house. Would make a
great flip with an ARV of about $88-$90K, or a fantastic rental, with rent between $800-$995/month,
depending on the cosmetic rehab finishes you choose! All mechanicals are present and in working order.
This house also has a one car garage for off-street parking! Flat yard!
Taxes are current. Buyer pays all closing costs. Open House June 30, 2018 From 3pm-7pm.
For more info or to arrange a showing contact
Mariah Joyce
412-706-0038
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I want to call this a deal but I guess it is more like news. At least it is news to me. I just learned that you
can have more than one private lender on a deal and have them all in first position.
This essentially allows you to sydicate a deal and allow multiple investors to be secured by the same
peiece of real estate, with the security of a first mortgage. Each private lender is allocated a % of the
mortgage equal to their % of the loan amount. So if you had a $500,000 deal, you could have 5 investors
all in first position without having to create a limited partnership or a complicated joint venture
agreement.
I discovered this by interrogating an attorney while I was trying to figure out how to structure a future
deal.
This is big news for investors who want to be passive investors but dont have the cash to get involved in
a larger deal!!!!
Feel free to ask me questions about this
Josh
PittsburghREIA@aol.com
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------New home sales increase 6.7% in May
This is 14.1% above last year's estimates
June 25, 2018 Alcynna Lloyd
New home sales significantly increased in May, revising last month's rate, according to the new report
from the Census Bureau and the Department of Housing and Urban Development.
“New home starts recently touched a recovery-era high, which is great, but new highs need to be set
and exceeded consistently for the next few years at least before we get to the level of building needed
to support more growth in sales,” Zillow Senior Economist Aaron Terrazas said.
Sales of new single-family houses increased 6.7% to 689,000 in May, up from April’s 646,000 sales. This
is 14.1% above the estimate of 604,000 sales in May 2017.
The climb in new home sales is surprising, but Terrazas attributes the increase to a resilient housing
market.“Today’s very strong May new home sales data is a welcome surprise and is a strong
continuation of the kind of consistent growth the new home market has exhibited for roughly the past
half decade since the housing market bottomed out,” Terrazas said. “And there’s still plenty of room to
grow because as it stands, even with this progress we’re still building far fewer homes than demographic
changes and existing demand from home buyers would suggest we otherwise might be.”
The median sales price of new homes sold increased to $313,00, The average sales price was $368,500.
The seasonally adjusted estimate of new homes for sale by the end of the month is 299,000 in May. This
represents a supply of 5.2 months at the current sales rate.
Terrazas says that the housing markets biggest deterrence to growth will be affordability.
“Assuming home builders can continue to make progress, it will be crucial to look closely at their ability
to keep adding supply at an affordable price point,” Terrazas said. “The relentlessly rising costs of land,
labor and lumber seem to suggest that building affordably will become increasingly difficult without
these costs getting passed on to buyers.”
Although new home sales saw an increase, existing home sales fell back for the second straight month in
May, according to the latest report from the National Association of Realtors.
(Jun 25)

Nothing is More Expensive than a Missed Opportunity
Hi Everyone!
When H. Jackson Brown Jr., New York Times Bestselling author of
Life’s Little Instruction Book, uttered these words, he couldn’t have known the impact that phrase could
have on most of our lives. I can think of a million times where looking back I wish I had taken action
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instead of sitting idly by. Where letting my fear of the unknown let good things pass me by.
In fact, I was just reading an article about a gentleman named Joe Green, who just so happened to be
the roommate of a guy name Mark Zuckerberg. He was asked by Mark to help him start up a business he
was going to call Facebook, maybe you have heard of it? LOL. Joe wanted to risk it all and have an
adventure with his friend but he decided to not take the risk, not grab the opportunity and chose to
continue on his path. Now don’t get me wrong, Joe didn’t fail, but he also is not one of the founding
members of Facebook.
How many of you feel this sounds familiar? You want to take a leap but are:
•Too afraid to rock the boat
•Too afraid to step out of your comfort zone
•Too afraid to throw off that security blanket for what you really want ?
Well now is the chance to change that! I hear you talk at our meetings about:
•Wanting more time with your kids
•Wanting to quit that dead-end job
•Wanting to leave a legacy that you can be proud of! It is time to take that step!
Our presenters this last weekend, Jason Roberts and Rachel Schneider, showed you that it is possible!
You can start making profits in real estate and structure your business so that it serves YOU!! In fact,
they showed you the step by step blueprints on how to do that! You don’t have to make mistakes and
try to find out what works, they have done it for you! In fact, this step is actually a relatively small one
since you have the exact recipe to lead you to success!
So, don’t let this opportunity pass you by! Jason and Rachel have graciously allowed us to offer 3 more
courses at their discounted Saturday Workshop Pricing! Only 3, so the first 3 to contact Josh get them!
They understand how fear can hold you back and if you heard their story you know that when
opportunity came knocking for them, they weren’t even in a place they could or rather should be taking
a risk, but they did it anyway! You can do that too!
I will leave you with a quote I know most of us have heard time and time again, but it is one that I live
my life by as well:
“You Miss 100% of the Shots You Don’t Take” – Wayne Gretzky
Take that shot and start to make a significant difference in your life
...
If you want to be one of the first 3 to claim this prize, then you need to contact Josh asap at
PittsburghREIA@aol.com NOW
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14 Habits of Highly Miserable People
How to succeed at self-sabotage.
By Cloe Madanes / Psychotherapy Networker
June 9, 2018,
A woman wipes tears as she listens to a speech at a rally in Tokyo, on March 1, 2014
Most of us claim we want to be happy—to have meaningful lives, enjoy ourselves, experience
fulfillment, and share love and friendship with other people and maybe other species, like dogs, cats,
birds, and whatnot. Strangely enough, however, some people act as if they just want to be miserable,
and they succeed remarkably at inviting misery into their lives, even though they get little apparent
benefit from it, since being miserable doesn’t help them find lovers and friends, get better jobs, make
more money, or go on more interesting vacations. Why do they do this? After perusing the output of
some of the finest brains in the therapy profession, I’ve come to the conclusion that misery is an art
form, and the satisfaction people seem to find in it reflects the creative effort required to cultivate it. In
other words, when your living conditions are stable, peaceful, and prosperous—no civil wars raging in
your streets, no mass hunger, no epidemic disease, no vexation from poverty—making yourself
miserable is a craft all its own, requiring imagination, vision, and ingenuity. It can even give life a
distinctive meaning.
So if you aspire to make yourself miserable, what are the best, most proven techniques for doing it?
Let’s exclude some obvious ways, like doing drugs, committing crimes, gambling, and beating up your
spouse or neighbor. Subtler strategies, ones that won’t lead anyone to suspect that you’re acting
deliberately, can be highly effective. But you need to pretend that you want to be happy, like everybody
else, or people won’t take your misery seriously. The real art is to behave in ways that’ll bring on misery
while allowing you to claim that you’re an innocent victim, ideally of the very people from whom you’re
forcibly extracting compassion and pity.
Here, I cover most areas of life, such as family, work, friends, and romantic partners. These areas will
overlap nicely, since you can’t ruin your life without ruining your marriage and maybe your relationships
with your children and friends. It’s inevitable that as you make yourself miserable, you’ll be making
those around you miserable also, at least until they leave you—which will give you another reason to
feel miserable. So it’s important to keep in mind the benefits you’re accruing in your misery.
• When you’re miserable, people feel sorry for you. Not only that, they often feel obscurely guilty, as if
your misery might somehow be their fault. This is good! There’s power in making other people feel
guilty. The people who love you and those who depend on you will walk on eggshells to make sure that
they don’t say or do anything that will increase your misery.
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• When you’re miserable, since you have no hopes and expect nothing good to happen, you can’t be
disappointed or disillusioned.
• Being miserable can give the impression that you’re a wise and worldly person, especially if you’re
miserable not just about your life, but about society in general. You can project an aura of someone
burdened by a form of profound, tragic, existential knowledge that happy, shallow people can’t possibly
appreciate.
Honing Your Misery Skills
Let’s get right to it and take a look at some effective strategies to become miserable. This list is by no
means exhaustive, but engaging in four or five of these practices will help refine your talent.
1. Be afraid, be very afraid, of economic loss. In hard economic times, many people are afraid of losing
their jobs or savings. The art of messing up your life consists of indulging these fears, even when there’s
little risk that you’ll actually suffer such losses. Concentrate on this fear, make it a priority in your life,
moan continuously that you could go broke any day now, and complain about how much everything
costs, particularly if someone else is buying. Try to initiate quarrels about other people’s feckless,
spendthrift ways, and suggest that the recession has resulted from irresponsible fiscal behavior like
theirs.
Fearing economic loss has several advantages. First, it’ll keep you working forever at a job you hate.
Second, it balances nicely with greed, an obsession with money, and a selfishness that even Ebenezer
Scrooge would envy. Third, not only will you alienate your friends and family, but you’ll likely become
even more anxious, depressed, and possibly even ill from your money worries. Good job!
Exercise: Sit in a comfortable chair, close your eyes, and, for 15 minutes, meditate on all the things you
could lose: your job, your house, your savings, and so forth. Then brood about living in a homeless
shelter.
2. Practice sustained boredom. Cultivate the feeling that everything is predictable, that life holds no
excitement, no possibility for adventure, that an inherently fascinating person like yourself has been
deposited into a completely tedious and pointless life through no fault of your own. Complain a lot
about how bored you are. Make it the main subject of conversation with everyone you know so they’ll
get the distinct feeling that you think they’re boring. Consider provoking a crisis to relieve your
boredom. Have an affair (this works best if you’re already married and even better if you have an affair
with someone else who’s married); go on repeated shopping sprees for clothes, cars, fancy appliances,
sporting equipment (take several credit cards, in case one maxes out); start pointless fights with your
spouse, boss, children, friends, neighbors; have another child; quit your job, clean out your savings
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account, and move to a state you know nothing about.
A side benefit of being bored is that you inevitably become boring. Friends and relatives will avoid you.
You won’t be invited anywhere; nobody will want to call you, much less actually see you. As this
happens, you’ll feel lonely and even more bored and miserable.
Exercise: Force yourself to watch hours of mindless reality TV programs every day, and read only nonstimulating tabloids that leave you feeling soulless. Avoid literature, art, and keeping up with current
affairs.
3. Give yourself a negative identity. Allow a perceived emotional problem to absorb all other aspects of
your self-identification. If you feel depressed, become a Depressed Person; if you suffer from social
anxiety or a phobia, assume the identity of a Phobic Person or a Person with Anxiety Disorder. Make
your condition the focus of your life. Talk about it to everybody, and make sure to read up on the
symptoms so you can speak about them knowledgeably and endlessly. Practice the behaviors most
associated with that condition, particularly when it’ll interfere with regular activities and relationships.
Focus on how depressed you are and become weepy, if that’s your identity of choice. Refuse to go
places or try new things because they make you too anxious. Work yourself into panic attacks in places
it’ll cause the most commotion. It’s important to show that you don’t enjoy these states or behaviors,
but that there’s nothing you can do to prevent them.
Practice putting yourself in the physiological state that represents your negative identity. For example, if
your negative identity is Depressed Person, hunch your shoulders, look at the floor, breathe shallowly.
It’s important to condition your body to help you reach your negative peak as quickly as possible.
Exercise: Write down 10 situations that make you anxious, depressed, or distracted. Once a week, pick a
single anxiety-provoking situation, and use it to work yourself into a panic for at least 15 minutes.
4. Pick fights. This is an excellent way of ruining a relationship with a romantic partner. Once in a while,
unpredictably, pick a fight or have a crying spell over something trivial and make unwarranted
accusations. The interaction should last for at least 15 minutes and ideally occur in public. During the
tantrum, expect your partner to be kind and sympathetic, but should he or she mention it later, insist
that you never did such a thing and that he or she must have misunderstood what you were trying to
say. Act injured and hurt that your partner somehow implied you weren’t behaving well.
Another way of doing this is to say unexpectedly, “We need to talk,” and then to barrage your partner
with statements about how disappointed you are with the relationship. Make sure to begin this barrage
just as your partner is about to leave for some engagement or activity, and refuse to end it for at least
an hour. Another variation is to text or phone your partner at work to express your issues and
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disappointments. Do the same if your partner is out with friends.
Exercise: Write down 20 annoying text messages you could send to a romantic partner. Keep a grudge
list going, and add to it daily.
5. Attribute bad intentions. Whenever you can, attribute the worst possible intentions to your partner,
friends, and coworkers. Take any innocent remark and turn it into an insult or attempt to humiliate you.
For example, if someone asks, “How did you like such and such movie?” you should immediately think,
He’s trying to humiliate me by proving that I didn’t understand the movie, or He’s preparing to tell me
that I have poor taste in movies. The idea is to always expect the worst from people. If someone is late
to meet you for dinner, while you wait for them, remind yourself of all the other times the person was
late, and tell yourself that he or she is doing this deliberately to slight you. Make sure that by the time
the person arrives, you’re either seething or so despondent that the evening is ruined. If the person asks
what’s wrong, don’t say a word: let him or her suffer.
Exercise: List the names of five relatives or friends. For each, write down something they did or said in
the recent past that proves they’re as invested in adding to your misery as you are.
6. Whatever you do, do it only for personal gain. Sometimes you’ll be tempted to help someone,
contribute to a charity, or participate in a community activity. Don’t do it, unless there’s something in it
for you, like the opportunity to seem like a good person or to get to know somebody you can borrow
money from some day. Never fall into the trap of doing something purely because you want to help
people. Remember that your primary goal is to take care of Numero Uno, even though you hate
yourself.
Exercise: Think of all the things you’ve done for others in the past that haven’t been reciprocated. Think
about how everyone around you is trying to take from you. Now list three things you could do that
would make you appear altruistic while bringing you personal, social, or professional gain.
7. Avoid gratitude. Research shows that people who express gratitude are happier than those who don’t,
so never express gratitude. Counting your blessings is for idiots. What blessings? Life is suffering, and
then you die. What’s there to be thankful for?
Well-meaning friends and relatives will try to sabotage your efforts to be thankless. For example, while
you’re in the middle of complaining about the project you procrastinated on at work to your spouse
during an unhealthy dinner, he or she might try to remind you of how grateful you should be to have a
job or food at all. Such attempts to encourage gratitude and cheerfulness are common and easily
deflected. Simply point out that the things you should be grateful for aren’t perfect—which frees you to
find as much fault with them as you like.
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Exercise: Make a list of all the things you could be grateful for. Next to each item, write down why you
aren’t. Imagine the worst. When you think of the future, imagine the worst possible scenario. It’s
important to be prepared for and preemptively miserable about any possible disaster or tragedy. Think
of the possibilities: terrorist attacks, natural disasters, fatal disease, horrible accidents, massive crop
failures, your child not getting picked for the varsity softball team.
8. Always be alert and in a state of anxiety. Optimism about the future leads only to disappointment.
Therefore, you have to do your best to believe that your marriage will flounder, your children won’t love
you, your business will fail, and nothing good will ever work out for you.
Exercise: Do some research on what natural or manmade disasters could occur in your area, such as
earthquakes, floods, nuclear plant leaks, rabies outbreaks. Focus on these things for at least an hour a
day.
9. Blame your parents. Blaming your parents for your defects, shortcomings, and failures is among the
most important steps you can take. After all, your parents made you who you are today; you had
nothing to do with it. If you happen to have any good qualities or successes, don’t give your parents
credit. Those are flukes.
Extend the blame to other people from your past: the second-grade teacher who yelled at you in the
cafeteria, the boy who bullied you when you were 9, the college professor who gave you a D on your
paper, your first boyfriend, even the hick town you grew up in—the possibilities are limitless. Blame is
essential in the art of being miserable.
Exercise: Call one of your parents and tell her or him that you just remembered something horrible they
did when you were a child, and make sure he or she understands how terrible it made you feel and that
you’re still suffering from it.
10. Don’t enjoy life’s pleasures. Taking pleasure in things like food, wine, music, and beauty is for flighty,
shallow people. Tell yourself that. If you inadvertently find yourself enjoying some flavor, song, or work
of art, remind yourself immediately that these are transitory pleasures, which can’t compensate for the
miserable state of the world. The same applies to nature. If you accidentally find yourself enjoying a
beautiful view, a walk on the beach, or a stroll through a forest, stop! Remind yourself that the world is
full of poverty, illness, and devastation. The beauty of nature is a deception.
Exercise: Once a week, engage in an activity that’s supposed to be enjoyable, but do so while thinking
about how pointless it is. In other words, concentrate on removing all sense of pleasure from the
pleasurable activity.
11. Ruminate. Spend a great deal of time focused on yourself. Worry constantly about the causes of your
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behavior, analyze your defects, and chew on your problems. This will help you foster a pessimistic view
of your life. Don’t allow yourself to become distracted by any positive experience or influence. The point
is to ensure that even minor upsets and difficulties appear huge and portentous.
You can ruminate on the problems of others or the world, but make them about you. Your child is sick?
Ruminate on what a burden it is for you to take time off from work to care for her. Your spouse is hurt
by your behavior? Focus on how terrible it makes you feel when he points out how you make him feel.
By ruminating not only on your own problems but also those of others, you’ll come across as a deep,
sensitive thinker who holds the weight of the world on your shoulders.
Exercise: Sit in a comfortable chair and seek out negative feelings, like anger, depression, anxiety,
boredom, whatever. Concentrate on these feelings for 15 minutes. During the rest of the day, keep
them in the back of your mind, no matter what you’re doing.
12. Glorify or vilify the past. Glorifying the past is telling yourself how good, happy, fortunate, and
worthwhile life was when you were a child, a young person, or a newly married person—and regretting
how it’s all been downhill ever since. When you were young, for example, you were glamorous and
danced the samba with handsome men on the beach at twilight; and now you’re in a so-so marriage to
an insurance adjuster in Topeka. You should’ve married tall, dark Antonio. You should’ve invested in
Microsoft when you had the chance. In short, focus on what you could’ve and should’ve done, instead of
what you did. This will surely make you miserable.
Vilifying the past is easy, too. You were born in the wrong place at the wrong time, you never got what
you needed, you felt you were discriminated against, you never got to go to summer camp. How can you
possibly be happy when you had such a lousy background? It’s important to think that bad memories,
serious mistakes, and traumatic events were much more influential in forming you and your future than
good memories, successes, and happy events. Focus on bad times. Obsess about them. Treasure them.
This will ensure that, no matter what’s happening in the present, you won’t be happy.
Exercise: Make a list of your most important bad memories and keep it where you can review it
frequently. Once a week, tell someone about your horrible childhood or how much better your life was
20 years ago.
13. Find a romantic partner to reform. Make sure that you fall in love with someone with a major defect
(cat hoarder, gambler, alcoholic, womanizer, sociopath), and set out to reform him or her, regardless of
whether he or she wants to be reformed. Believe firmly that you can reform this person, and ignore all
evidence to the contrary.
Exercise: Go to online dating sites and see how many bad choices you can find in one afternoon. Make
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efforts to meet these people. It’s good if the dating site charges a lot of money, since this means you’ll
be emotionally starved and poor.
14. Be critical. Make sure to have an endless list of dislikes and voice them often, whether or not your
opinion is solicited. For example, don’t hesitate to say, “That’s what you chose to wear this morning?” or
“Why is your voice so shrill?” If someone is eating eggs, tell them you don’t like eggs. Your negativity can
be applied to almost anything.

It helps if the things you criticize are well liked by most people so that your dislike of them sets you
apart. Disliking traffic and mosquitos isn’t creative enough: everyone knows what it’s like to find these
things annoying, and they won’t pay much attention if you find them annoying, too. But disliking the
new movie that all your friends are praising? You’ll find plenty of opportunities to counter your friends’
glowing reviews with your contrarian opinion.
Exercise: Make a list of 20 things you dislike and see how many times you can insert them into a
conversation over the course of the day. For best results, dislike things you’ve never given yourself a
chance to like.
----I’ve just listed 14 ways to make yourself miserable. You don’t have to nail every one of them, but even if
you succeed with just four or five, make sure to berate yourself regularly for not enacting the entire list.
If you find yourself in a therapist’s office—because someone who’s still clinging to their love for you has
tricked you into going—make sure your misery seems organic. If the therapist enlightens you in any way
or teaches you mind-body techniques to quiet your anxious mind, make sure to co-opt the conversation
and talk about your misery-filled dreams from the night before. If the therapist is skilled in dream
analysis, quickly start complaining about the cost of therapy itself. If the therapist uses your complaints
as a launching pad to discuss transference issues, accuse him or her of having countertransference
issues. Ultimately, the therapist is your enemy when trying to cultivate misery in your life. So get out as
soon as possible. And if you happen upon a therapist who’ll sit quietly while you bring all 14 items on
this list to life each week, call me. I’ll want to make an appointment, too.
Cloe Madanes is a world-renowned innovator and teacher of family and brief therapy and one of the
originators of the strategic approach to family therapy. She has authored seven books that are classics in
the field: Strategic Family Therapy; Behind the One-Way Mirror; Sex, Love, and Violence; The Secret
Meaning of Money; The Violence of Men; The Therapist as Humanist, Social Activist, and Systemic
Thinker; and Relationship Breakthrough. Contact: madanesinstitute@gmail.com.
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South Hills Sub Group Will Not Meet in June
I just got word that Tony can't get back into town in time for this meeting, so the group will resume in
July same time and same place as always.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Affordable Housing takes a dip
According to a report from ATTOM Data Solutions, Q1 2018 home affordability was at its lowest since Q3
2008. The Home Affordability Index has fallen from 102 to 95, the lowest since Q3 2008’s index of 86.
This index is based on the percentage of income needed to buy a median-price home relative to historic
averages. Index scores above 100 indicate more affordability, whereas scores below 100 indicate less
affordability.
The data for the report was gathered from statistics on 432 U.S. counties with a combined population of
more than 217 million.
(Jun 22)

Opportunity, event, and news all in one
Let's start with the opportunity - We have an investor looking for a short term loan.
Mak Kelly is a Naval Academy graduate and a darn good man. He is looking for a little additional funding
to complete his flip project in the Mexican War Streets area.

Basics:
Purchase price was $95k (I own 20% of it)
Construction loan was for $85k (I have $45k remaining)
ARV is be $320k
I am ready to button up the walls and finish the flooring and kitchen.
The reason I am behind is I had some unexpected costs, specifically: windows 14k, roof repair 6k,
basement rehab 7k
Currently have $45k remaining in the construction loan but I have reached a stall in that they only pay
for work that has been done. I am seeking $30k as a short term loan to jump start the project and get it
complete.
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Terms are negotiable, but I was looking at 4 months and 15% return on investment.
Do you know anyone that would be interested in a short term loan?
Mak
michael.kelly8587@gmail.com
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------News (getting the gov out of anything is generally a good idea with the exception of national defense)
Trump administration proposes privatizing Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac
Government reveals plan to reshape country’s housing finance system
June 21, 2018 Ben Lane
KEYWORDS Conservatorship Fannie Mae Federal Housing Finance Agency Freddie Mac GSE GSE overhaul
GSE reform GSEs housing finance reform Trump Administration
Later this year, the housing industry will “celebrate” the 10-year anniversary of Fannie Mae and Freddie
Mac being taken into conservatorship at the height of the housing crisis, but if the Trump administration
has its way, the conservatorship of the government-sponsored enterprises could actually be ending
soon.
The Trump administration on Thursday proposed a massive, sweeping overhaul of the federal
government. And while most headlines seem to focus on the administration’s proposal to combine the
Department of Education and the Department of Labor, the privatization of the U.S. Postal Service, and
other changes, included among the proposal is a plan to would radically reshape the country’s housing
finance system.

In a section of the 132-page document entitled “Reform Federal Role in Mortgage Finance,” the Trump
administration proposes ending the conservatorship of Fannie and Freddie and privatizing the GSEs.
According to the administration, the GSEs play an outsized role in the country’s mortgage finance system
and stand in the way of competition in the market.
“This proposal would transform the way the Federal Government delivers support for the U.S. housing
finance system to ensure more transparency and accountability to taxpayers, and to minimize the risk of
taxpayer-funded bailouts, while maintaining responsible and sustainable support for homeowners,” the
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proposal states in a summary section. “Proposed changes, which would require broader policy and
legislative reforms beyond restructuring Federal agencies and programs, include ending the
conservatorship of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, reducing their role in the housing market, and
providing an explicit, limited Federal backstop that is on-budget and apart from the Federal support for
low- and moderate-income homebuyers,” the proposal continues.
Under the Trump administration proposal, Fannie and Freddie would be converted to “fully private
entities.”
According to the proposal, competition to the “duopolistic role” of the privately owned GSEs would be
an “essential” piece of the reform plan in order to “decrease moral hazard and risk to the taxpayer.”
Under the plan, Fannie, Freddie, and “other competitive entrants” would have access to an “explicit
Federal guarantee” for mortgage-backed securities they issue, which is only “exposed in limited, exigent
circumstances.”
According to the plan, that explicit guarantee would be “on-budget and fully paid-for.”
The administration claims that would also “ensure that the government’s role is more transparent and
accountable to taxpayers, minimize the risk of taxpayer-funded bailouts, and ensure that mortgage
credit continues to be available in times of market stress for creditworthy borrowers.” It appears that
the plan is part of a move to increase private market competition in the mortgage finance system. The
proposal states that loans backed by Fannie, Freddie and Ginnie Mae (loans guaranteed by the Federal
Housing Administration, the Department of Veterans Affairs and the Department of Agriculture) made
up approximately 70% of all mortgages originated in 2017.
The prevalence of those agencies in the market is a double-edged sword, according to the Trump
administration. “All these entities, taken as a whole, form a complex and overlapping network of crosssubsidization, without clear accountability as to who is paying for, and who is receiving, housing
subsidies,” the proposal states. “Although the Federal role in the housing market has helped to facilitate
the availability of the 30-year fixed-rate mortgage, the current system has structural flaws that have also
created distortions in home pricing that may actually hinder the goal of homeownership.”
Therefore, the proposal calls for changes that would “increase completion” in the mortgage market.
Specifically, the proposal states that the GSEs would be fully privatized and overseen by a “federal entity
with secondary mortgage market experience.”
Additionally, that unidentified “federal entity” would also “have the authority to approve guarantors,
and develop a regulatory environment that is conducive to developing competition amongst new private
guarantors and the incumbent GSEs.”
That would ensure that all participants would all “adequately capitalized and competing on a level
playing field,” according to the proposal.
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The proposal also states that the plan will create increased transparency and accountability.
From the proposal:
Under this proposal, which would also involve entities outside the Executive Branch of the Federal
Government, guarantors would have access to an explicit guarantee on the MBS that they issue that is
only exposed in limited, exigent circumstances. Taxpayers would be protected by virtue of the capital
requirements imposed on the guarantors, maintenance of responsible loan underwriting standards, and
other protections deemed appropriate by their primary regulator. The regulator would set fees to create
an insurance fund designed to take effect only after substantial losses are incurred by the private
market, including the guarantors, in order to ensure the continued availability of mortgage financing
through shifting economic cycles. The projected cost of this guarantee and other fees charged would be
on-budget and accountable, resulting in reduced implicit taxpayer exposure. As the proposal notes,
many of these changes could not be effectuated without Congress.
As part of the plan, the GSEs mission would also shift away from lending to low- and moderate-income
borrowers. Instead, the GSEs would focus only on “qualified borrowers,” while HUD would take over
“primary responsibility for affordable housing objectives by providing support to low- and moderateincome families that cannot be fulfilled through traditional underwriting and other housing assistance
grants and subsidies.” According to the proposal, a separate fee on the outstanding volume of the
mortgage-backed securities issued by the guarantors would go directly to affordable housing
development, to be administered by HUD. “The proposal would be designed so that the affordable
housing fees transferred to HUD would enable FHA to provide more targeted subsidies to low- and
moderate-income homebuyers while maintaining responsible and sustainable support for
homeownership and wealth-building,” the proposal states. “Some of the fees could potentially be used
to support affordable multifamily housing or other HUD activities. All of this support would be onbudget and accountable.” What’s interesting about this proposal, in addition to what it contains
obviously, is where it came from. The proposal came straight from the Office of Budget and
Management, not the Department of the Treasury.
Last year, Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin went on the record saying GSE reform will occur during
President Donald Trump’s administration. In July of last year, Mnuchin reaffirmed that GSE reform is still
a priority for the Trump administration.
But earlier this year, Mnuchin said that GSE reform isn’t happening in 2018 after all.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Lastly, we have the marketing seminar tomorrow. We start at 9 am, so you want to be there BEFORE 9
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am. We will be accepting registrations at the door. IF you have any questions email Josh PittsburghREIA@aol.com
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sunday Creative Finance Meeting Cancelled
The creative finance sub group is my baby. That is the think that I enjoy the most. It is rare that I cancel one of
those meetings. We meet every Sunday, unless I am deathly ill of it falls on a holiday like Easter or Christmas.
I have to cancel this one because me and everyone else who is capable of running that group will be at the
marketing seminar on Saturday, brushing up and learning more about how to build our deal funnel. Marketing
really is that important.
The good news is that we will be right back next Sunday July 1st and there is no further anticipated disruption to
the Sunday schedule.
to your success
Josh
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Our Business Partner Members
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www.USAREMentoring.com
USA Real Estate Mentoring Group
“Your Highway to Success”

Mentoring is the key to your success in Real Estate Investing!
We are:
-Successful Investors Currently Investing in Today’s Real Estate Market
- Best Selling Authors
-Our Group of Mentors Have Personally Trained Over One Hundred Real Estate Investors
-We KNOW Pennsylvania, and How to Invest Legally in Pennsylvania!
-Access to Our Team Members and Systems
-We Meet Once Per Month in the Pittsburgh Area (Wexford)
-1st Meeting is Free
-Different Levels of Training and Pricing Available
Visit www.usarementoring.com for more info
Brian Snyder: 412-992-8884
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